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Majorana fermions, originally proposed as elementary particles acting as their own antiparticles,
can be realized in condensed-matter systems as emergent quasiparticles, a situation often accompa-
nied by topological order. Here we propose a physical system which realizes Landau levels – highly
degenerate single-particle states usually resulting from an orbital magnetic field acting on charged
particles – for Majorana fermions. This is achieved in a variant of a quantum spin system due to
Kitaev which is distorted by triaxial strain. This strained Kitaev model displays a spin-liquid phase
with charge-neutral Majorana-fermion excitations whose spectrum corresponds to that of Landau
levels, here arising from a tailored pseudo-magnetic field. We show that measuring the dynamic
spin susceptibility reveals the Landau-level structure by a remarkable mechanism of probe-induced
bound-state formation.
In 1937 E. Majorana suggested [1] that a real wave-
function can describe spin-1/2 quantum particles that
are their own antiparticles. Consequently, these particles
are charge-neutral and decouple from the electromagnetic
field, making them hard to detect. While no observation
of Majorana fermions as elementary particles has been
reported to date, their possible realization as emergent
quasiparticles in condensed-matter systems has attracted
enormous attention. Specifically, it was realized that su-
perconductors provide a natural habitat, where Bogoli-
ubov quasiparticles at zero energy have properties of Ma-
jorana fermions [2]. Moreover, a seminal work of Ki-
taev [3] demonstrated that dispersive Majorana fermions
can emerge as effective degrees of freedom in spin-liquid
phases of frustrated quantum magnets [4]. This has trig-
gered an intense search for materials which come close to
realizing Kitaev’s spin-liquid model on the honeycomb
lattice, with A2IrO3 (A=Na,Li) (Refs. 5–9) and α-RuCl3
(Ref. 10) currently being the best candidates.
Here we show that the properties of emergent Majo-
rana fermions in quantum magnets can be engineered
by controlled lattice distortions. We use spatially inho-
mogeneous exchange couplings, generated by applying a
suitable strain pattern, to transform the linear Dirac-like
dispersion of low-energy Majorana fermions in the Ki-
taev model into a sequence of pseudo-Landau levels. The
idea of strain-induced Landau levels was in fact first the-
oretically proposed [11] and then subsequently realized
[12] for electrons in two-dimensional graphene. Our work
adapts this concept to the charge-neutral fractionalized
quasiparticles of a topological spin liquid. We compute
the dynamic spin susceptibility which turns out to dis-
play sharp excitations at isolated energies reflecting the
Landau-level structure of the strained spin liquid.
Model. The Kitaev model [3] describes quantum spins
1/2 on a honeycomb lattice subject to spin-anisotropic
Ising (or “compass”) interactions. The Hamiltonian, gen-
eralized to spatially varying couplings, reads
HK = −
∑
〈ij〉x
Jxij σˆ
x
i σˆ
x
j −
∑
〈ij〉y
Jyij σˆ
y
i σˆ
y
j −
∑
〈ij〉z
Jzij σˆ
z
i σˆ
z
j (1)
where σˆα are Pauli matrices, and 〈ij〉α denotes an α bond
as shown in Fig. 1, with α = x, y, z. This model displays
an infinite set of constants of motion, which can be in-
terpreted as Z2 fluxes through the closed loops of the
lattice. Upon representing each spin σˆ by four Majorana
fermions bˆx, bˆy, bˆz and cˆ, with σˆαi = i bˆ
α
i cˆi, the model (1)
takes the form
Huˆ = i
∑
〈ij〉
Jαij uˆij cˆicˆj , (2)
where uˆij ≡ i bˆαiji bˆαijj and uˆij = −uˆji. The operators
uˆij represent conserved quantities with eigenvalues of
uij = ±1 which determine the values of the Z2 fluxes.
Hence the Hamiltonian Huˆ (2) represents a nearest-
neighbor hopping problem for the c (or “matter”) Majo-
rana fermions which are coupled to a static Z2 gauge field.
Its exact solution can be written in terms of canonical-
fermion excitation modes with non-negative energies m.
For homogeneous and isotropic couplings, Jαij ≡ J , it de-
scribes a Z2 spin liquid with matter-fermion excitations
displaying a gapless Dirac spectrum.
For our case of inhomogeneous couplings we shall solve
the Kitaev model numerically on finite-size lattices. To
this end, Eq. (2) is re-written into the following bilinear
Hamiltonian for the matter Majorana fermions
Hu = i
2
(
cˆTA cˆ
T
B
)( 0 M
−MT 0
)(
cˆA
cˆB
)
(3)
where M is an N×N matrix with elements Mij = Jαijuij
and cˆA(B) is a vector of length N of Majorana opera-
tors on the A(B) sublattice, and N the number of unit
cells. We construct the matrix M for a given set of cou-
plings {Jαij} and diagonalize the problem via a singular-
value decomposition which yields the excitation energies
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FIG. 1: Lattice setup: Honeycomb-lattice flake with N = 675
unit cells where bonds with different color correspond to Ising
interactions Jα of different spin components α. The distorted
lattice visualizes the displacement according to Eq. (4) arising
from triaxial strain; the unstrained hexagonal flake is shown
in the back in grey. Longer (shorter) bonds correspond to
weaker (stronger) exchange couplings Jαij .
m and the eigenmodes. From these we calculate the lo-
cal density of states (LDOS) as the local spectral density
of the c fermions, for details see supplement [14].
Majorana Landau levels. In the context of graphene,
it has been theoretically shown [11, 15] that a spatial
modulation of hopping energies mimics the effect of a
vector potential in Dirac fermion systems. Near the
Dirac energy, this emergent vector potential can be ex-
pressed through the strain tensor uij as ~A ∝ ±(uxx −
uyy,−2uxy)T , with opposite sign for electrons belong-
ing to the two Dirac cones (or “valleys”) located at
~K = (4pi/(3
√
3), 0) and ~K ′ = (−4pi/(3√3), 0) (with the
lattice constant a0 set to unity), such that time-reversal
symmetry is preserved. If the resulting pseudo-magnetic
field, ~B = rot ~A, is sufficiently homogeneous – applying
e.g. to triaxial strain patterns as shown in Fig. 1 – it can
induce single-particle pseudo-Landau levels very similar
to Landau levels in a physical magnetic field. The system
then displays a so-called quantum valley Hall effect [11],
i.e., it combines a chiral and an antichiral quantum Hall
effect at the valleys ~K and ~K ′, respectively. For triaxial
strain the displacement vector is given by [11, 13]
~U(x, y) = C¯
(
2xy, x2 − y2) (4)
where C¯ (measured in units of 1/a0) parameterizes the
distortion, and uij = (∂iUj +∂jUi)/2. This displacement
yields – to first order in C¯ – a homogeneous pseudo-
magnetic field whose strength is proportional to C¯.
Adapting the idea of strain-induced artificial gauge
fields to spin systems, we study the Kitaev model (1) with
spatially modulated exchange couplings. Given that the
Majorana-fermion hopping matrix elements in Eq. (2) are
given by the exchange couplings Jαij , we choose
Jαij = J
α
[
1− β(|~δij |/a0 − 1)
]
(5)
where we calculate the distance ~δij = ~Ri + ~Ui − ~Rj − ~Uj
using the ~U(x, y) from Eq. (4) evaluated at the lattice
positions ~Ri of the undistorted honeycomb lattice. The
factor β encodes the strength of magnetoelastic coupling,
and the parameter (dubbed “strain” below) C = C¯β will
enter our simulations as a measure of the modulations of
the Jαij . Throughout the paper we choose β = 1; larger
values of β (hence smaller C¯) reduce non-linearities in
the strain pattern but are less realistic for transition-
metal oxides. We note that, for a real material, Eq. (5)
represents a linear approximation to the full dependence
of the exchange constant on the bond length [13].
The inhomogeneous Kitaev model (1) with couplings
given by Eq. (5) is expected to display a Z2 spin-liquid
phase with an extremely unusual excitation spectrum:
While the Z2 fluxes remain static, the matter Majo-
rana fermions will form highly degenerate Landau levels.
Given that a physical magnetic applied applied to a Ki-
taev magnet has an entirely different effect – it induces
flux dynamics and leads to a gapped matter spectrum [3]
– strain represents a unique way to generate Majorana
Landau levels.
This is well borne out by our numerical results, ob-
tained for finite-size Kitaev systems of hexagonal shape,
Fig. 1, with open zigzag boundaries and lattice sizes up
to 2N = 15 000 sites. We focus on the case of isotropic
couplings and choose Jα = J as energy unit. We limit
the strain C to be smaller than Cmax, the latter being
defined as the largest C where all Jij > 0 [14]. For
C < Cmax we find that the ground state is located in the
flux-free sector where all uij can be chosen to be +1. We
monitor the LDOS of the matter fermions [14] which is
shown in the top panels of Fig. 2: In the unstrained case
C = 0 this is the familiar honeycomb-lattice DOS [panel
(a)], with ρ(ω) ∝ ω at low energies, with the difference
to graphene that only half of the spectrum correspond-
ing to ω ≥ 0 is realized due to the Majorana nature of
the matter fermions. Importantly, the results for finite
strain show clear Landau-level peaks at low energies high-
lighted by the black arrows in panels (d) and (g). In par-
ticular, the Landau-level energies εn display the scaling
εn ∝
√
nC with the lowest Landau level (LLL) located
at zero energy, Fig. 3, characteristic of honeycomb-lattice
Dirac fermions [16].
Dynamic structure factor. In order to detect the
Landau-level structure, we propose to measure dynamic
spin correlations
Sαβij (t) = 〈σˆαi (t)σˆβj (0)〉 (6)
whose Fourier transform is – in a magnet – accessible by
neutron scattering experiments. We restrict our atten-
tion to zero temperature where Sαβij (ω) is proportional
to the imaginary part of the dynamic spin susceptibility.
The evaluation of the dynamic spin correlations in the
Kitaev model has been first discussed in Ref. 17. Specifi-
cally, the application of the operator σˆαi = i bˆ
α
i cˆi changes
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FIG. 2: Histogram of the matter-fermion LDOS in the flux-free (top, blue) and two-flux sectors (middle, green), together with
the dynamical spin correlator Shiji(!) with Shiji = Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstrained (C = 0),
(d-f): moderate strain (C = 1 · 10 3), and (g-i): large strain (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measured in the center of a
sample with 2N = 15 000 sites. The S(!) plots employ a Lorentzian broadening of width  ; moreover the energy axis has been
shifted with respect to the LDOS plots by the amount of the local flux gap  ij
11 (yellow region). Panel (c) also shows S(!)
for the infinite homogeneous system12. While the LDOS of the flux-free sector [panel (d) and (g)] nicely shows the emergence
of Majorana Landau levels (black arrows), the two-flux sector features bound states in the gaps between the Landau levels
[panels (e) and (h)] – these are detected in Shiji(!) as sharp peaks (dashed lines are guide-to-the-eye).
a two-dimensional gapped system is a signature of its
topological nature14. For the present case of bond im-
purities in the triaxially strained honeycomb lattice, we
have checked that bound states between the Landau lev-
els occur indeed generically, i.e., independent of the im-
purity strength11, hinting at the topological character of
the matter-fermion sector.
Remarkably, these Majarona-fermion bound states en-
able a unique detection of the Landau-level structure:
The largest matrix elements for the correlator Shiji(!)
arise from these bound states in the two-flux sector, such
that Shiji(!) displays sharp peaks at En+ ij where  ij
is the local flux gap11,15. As can be seen in the lower pan-
els of Fig. 2, these bound-state peaks dominate over the
peaks arising from the Landau levels themselves. Given
that sharp bound states can only arise in gapped sys-
tems, the sequence of peaks in Shiji(!) represents a direct
signature of the peculiar excitation spectrum – Landau
levels separated by gaps – of the strained spin liquid.
Discussion
Our results raise a number of further issues. First, we
note that the simultaneous application of strain and of a
physical magnetic field has non-trivial e↵ects, which can
be analyzed perturbatively by projecting onto the flux-
free sector3. We have found that the LLL of the strained
Kitaev model is shifted to a finite energy, while otherwise
the spectrum of the matter Majorana fermions remains
qualitatively unchanged. The excitations of the now fully
gapped system obey non-Abelian statistics similar to the
elementary excitations of Kitaev’s B-phase 3 subject to
a magnetic field. Second, and perhaps most interesting,
is the fate of the Landau-level spin liquid when inter-
actions beyond the Kitaev model are included16. While
this question is beyond the scope of this work, it is likely
that the large degeneracy of the many-body ground state
will be lifted in favor of potentially exotic states driven
by interactions between the Majorana fermions, akin to
the physics of the fractional quantum Hall e↵ect.
Realizations of our system appear possible using
strained thin films of honeycomb-lattice iridates, where it
has been proposed that homogeneous pressure or strain
may drive the material into a Kitaev spin-liquid regime.
Landau levels can then be generated using shapes result-
ing from triaxial strain, circular arcs17, or nanobubbles9.
A second possibility is o↵ered by advances in designing
artificial molecular structures on surfaces, where the elec-
tronic structure of strained graphene has already been
demonstrated18. A third option is by simulating the
Hamiltonian (1) using ultracold atomic gases. Phase
plates19 or digital mirror devices20 can be used to directly
project the distorted lattice onto a 2D cloud of atoms,
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FIG. 2: Histogram of the matter-fermion LDOS in the flux-free (top, blue) and two-flux sectors (middle, green), together with
the dynamical spin correlator Shiji(!) with Shiji = Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstrained (C = 0),
(d-f): moderate strain (C = 1 · 10 3), and (g-i): large strain (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measured in the center of a
sample with 2N = 15 000 sites. The S(!) plots employ a Lorentzian broadening of width  ; moreover the energy axis has been
shifted with respect to the LDOS plots by the amount of the local flux gap  ij
11 (yellow region). Panel (c) also shows S(!)
for the infinite homogeneous system12. While the LDOS of the flux-free sector [panel (d) and (g)] nicely shows the emergence
of Majorana Landau levels (black arrows), the two-flux sector features bound states in the gaps between the Landau levels
[panels (e) and (h)] – these are detected in Shiji(!) as sharp peaks (dashed lines are guide-to-the-eye).
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FIG. 2: Histogram of the matter-fermion LDOS in the flux-free (top, blue) and two-flux sectors (middle, green), together with
the dynamical spin correlator Shiji(!) with Shiji = Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstrained (C = 0),
(d-f): moderate strain (C = 1 · 10 3), and (g-i): large strain (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measured in the center of a
sample with 2N = 15 000 sites. The S(!) plots employ a Lorentzian broadening of width  ; moreover the energy axis has been
shifted with respect to the LDOS plots by the amount of the local flux gap  ij
11 (yellow region). Panel (c) also shows S(!)
for the infinite homogeneous system12. While the LDOS of the flux-free sector [panel (d) and (g)] nicely shows the emergence
of Majorana Landau levels (black arrows), the two-flux sector features bound states in the gaps between the Landau levels
[panels (e) and (h)] – these are detected in Shiji(!) as sharp peaks (dashed lines are guide-to-the-eye).
a tw -dimens onal gapped system is a signature of its
t pological nature14. For the present case of bond im-
purities in the triaxially strained honeycomb lattice, we
have checked that bound states between the Landau lev-
els occur indeed generically, i.e., independent of the im-
purity strength11, hinting at the topological character of
the matter-fermion sector.
Remarkably, these Majarona-fermion bound states en-
able a unique detection of the Landau-level structure:
The largest matrix elements for the correlator Shij (!)
arise from these bound sta s in the two-flux sector, such
that Shiji(!) displays sharp peaks a En+ ij where  ij
is th local flux gap11,15. As can be se in the lower pa -
els of Fig. 2, these bound-state peaks domi ate over he
peaks arising from the Landau levels themselves. Given
that sharp bound states can only arise in gapped sys-
tems, the sequence of peaks in Shiji(!) represents a direct
signature of the peculiar excitation spectrum – Landau
levels separated by gaps – of the strained spin liquid.
Dis ussion
Our results raise number of urther issues. First, w
note that the simultaneous application of strain and of a
physical magnetic field has non-trivial e↵ects, which can
be analyzed perturbatively by projecting onto the flux-
free sector3. We have found that the LLL of the strained
Kitaev model is hifted to a finite energy, while otherwise
the spectrum of the matter Majorana fermions remains
qualitatively unchanged. The excitations of the no fully
g pped system obey non-Abelian statistics similar to the
elementary excitations of Kitaev’s B-phase 3 subject to
a magnetic field. Second, and perhaps most interesting,
is the fate of the Landau-level spin liquid when inter-
actions beyond the Kitaev model are included16. While
this question is beyond the scope of this work, it is likely
that the l rge degeneracy of the many-body ground state
wi l b lifted in favor of poten ally exotic s ates driv n
by interactions between the Majorana fermio s, akin to
the physics of the fractional quantum Hall e↵ect.
Realizations of our system appear possible using
strained thin films of honeycomb-lattice iridates, where it
has been proposed that homogen ous pressure or rain
may drive the material into a Ki aev spin-liqui regime.
Landau levels can then be generated using shapes result-
ing from triaxial strain, circular arcs17, or nanobubbles9.
A second possibility is o↵ered by advances in designing
artificial molecular structures on surfaces, where the elec-
tronic structure of strai ed graphene has already been
de onstrated18. A third option is by simulating the
Hamiltonian (1) using ultracold atomic gases. Phase
plates19 or digital mirror devices20 can be used to dire tly
project the distorted lattice onto a 2D cloud of ato s,
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FIG. 2: Histogram of the matt r-fermion LDOS in the flux-free (top, blue) and two-flux sectors (middle, green), together with
the dynamical spin correlator Shiji(!) with Shiji = Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstrained (C = 0),
(d-f): moderate strain (C = · 10 3), and (g- ): larg str in (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measured in the center of a
sample with 2N = 15 000 sites. The S(!) plots employ a Lorentzian broadening of width  ; moreover the energy axis has been
shifted with respect to the LDOS plots by the amount of the local flux gap  ij
11 (yellow region). Panel (c) also shows S(!)
for the infinite homogeneous system12. While the LDOS of the flux-free s cto [panel (d) and (g)] nicely shows the emergence
of Majorana Landau l vels (black arrows), the two-flux s ctor features bound states in the gaps between the Landau levels
[panels (e) and (h)] – these re etected in Shiji(!) as sharp peaks (dashed lines are guide-to-the-eye).
a two-dimensional app d syst m a signature of i s
topol gical nature14. For the pr se t cas of bond im-
purities in the triaxially strained honeyco b lattice, we
hav checked that bound s es between th Landau lev-
ls occu inde d generically, i.e., i ependent of th im-
purity st ength11, hinting at the topolog cal character of
the matter-fermion sector.
Remark bly, these Majarona-fermion bound states en-
abl a unique detection f th Landau-level structure:
Th largest matrix elements for th correlator Shiji(!)
aris from these bound sta es in the wo-flux sector, such
th t Shiji(!) displays sharp peaks at En+ ij where  ij
is the local flux gap11,15. As can be s en in the lower pan-
els of Fig. 2, these b und-state peaks domi at over
p aks arising from the Landau levels themselves. Given
that sharp bound states can only arise in gapped sys-
tems, the sequence of peaks in Shiji(!) represents a direct
signature of the peculiar excitation spectrum – Landau
levels separated by gaps – of the strained spin liquid.
Discussion
O r results raise a nu ber of furth r issues. Firs , we
note that the simultaneous application of strain and of a
physical magnetic field has non-tr v al e↵ects, which can
be a alyzed perturbatively by projecting onto the flux-
free sector3. W have found that the LLL of the strained
Kitaev model is shifted to a finite energy, while otherwise
the spectru of the matter Majorana fermions remains
qualitatively unchanged. The excitatio s of the now fully
gapped system obey non-Abelian statistic similar to he
elementary excitations of Kitaev’s B-phase 3 subject to
a magnetic field. Second, and perhaps most interesting,
is the fate of the Landau-level spin liquid when inter-
a tions beyond the Kitaev model are included16. While
this quest on is beyond the scope of this work, it is likely
that the large degeneracy of the many-body ground state
will be lifte in favor of potent ally exotic states driven
by i teracti ns between the Majorana f rmions, aki to
the physics of the fractional quantum Hall e↵ect.
Real zation of our system appear possible using
strained thin films of honeycomb-lattice iridates, where it
has be n propose th t homoge eous pressure or strain
may drive the material into a Kita v spin-liquid regime.
Landau level can then be generated using shapes result-
ing from triaxial strain, circular arcs17, or nanobubbles9.
A secon poss bility is o↵ered by advances in designing
artificial molecular structures on surfaces, where the elec-
tronic structur of strained graphene has already been
demonstrated18. A third option is by simulating the
Hamiltonian (1) using ultracold atomic gases. Phase
plates19 r digi al mirror d vices20 can be used t directl
project the distorted lattice onto a 2D cloud of atoms,
I . : Histogram of the ma ter-fer io i fl f (top, blue) and two-flux sectors (mid le, green), together with
the i l i l hiji it hiji Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bot om, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstrained (C = 0),
(d-f): r t str i ( · 3), (g-i): large strain (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measured in the center of a
sa le it 2 15 000 sites. e ( ) lots e ploy a Lorentzian broadening of width ; moreover the energy axis has been
shifted ith respect to the S plots by the a ount of the local flux gap  ij
11 (yellow region). Panel (c) also shows S(!)
for the infinite ho ogeneous syste 12. hile the L S of the flux-free sector [panel (d) and (g)] nicely shows the emergence
of ajorana Landau levels (black arro s), the t o-flux sector feature bound states in gaps between the Landau levels
[panels (e) and (h)] – these are detected in Shiji(!) s sharp peaks (dashed lines are guide-to-the-eye).
a two-dimensional gapped system is a signature of its
topological nature14. For the present case of bond im-
purities in the triaxially strained honeycomb lattice, we
have checked that bound states between the Landau lev-
els occur indeed generically, i.e., independent of the im-
purity strength11, hinting at the topological character of
the matter-fermion sector.
Remarkably, these Majarona-fermion bound states en-
able a unique detection of the Landau-level structure:
The largest matrix elements for the correlator Shiji(!)
arise from these bound states in the two-flux sector, such
that Shiji(!) displays sharp peaks at En+ ij where  ij
is the local flux gap11,15. As can be seen in the lower pan-
els of Fig. 2, these bound-state peaks dominate over the
peaks arising from the Landau levels themselves. Given
that sharp bound states can only arise in gapped sys-
tems, the sequence of peaks in Shiji(!) represents a direct
signature of the peculiar excitation spectrum – Landau
levels separated by gaps – of the strained spin liquid.
Discussion
Our results raise a number of further issues. First, we
note that the simultaneous application of strain and of a
physical magnetic field has non-trivial e↵ects, which can
be analyzed perturbatively by projecting onto the flux-
free sector3. We have found that the LLL of the strained
Kitaev model is shifted to a finite nergy, while otherwise
the spectrum of the matter Majorana fermions remains
qualitatively unchanged. The excitations of the now fully
gapped system obey non-Abelian statistics similar to the
elementary excitations of Kitaev’s B-phase 3 subject to
a magnetic field. Second, and perhaps most interesting,
is the fate of the Landau-level spin liquid when inter-
acti ns beyond the Kitaev mod l are included16. While
this question is beyond the scope of this work, it is likely
that the large degeneracy of the many-body ground state
will be lifted in favor of potentially exotic states driven
by interactions between the Majorana fermions, kin to
the physics of the fractional quantum Hall e↵ect.
Realizations of our system appear possible using
strained thin films of ho eycomb-lattice iridates, wh r i
as been proposed th t homogeneous pressure or strain
may drive the material into a Kitaev spin-liquid regime.
Landau levels can then be generated using shap s result-
ing from triaxial strain, circular arcs17, or nanobubbles9.
A second possibility is o↵ered by advances in designing
artificial molecular structures on surfaces, where the elec-
tronic structure of strained graphene has already been
demonstrate 18. A t ird o tion is by simulating the
Ha iltonian (1) using ultracold atomic gases. Phase
plates19 or digital mirror devices20 can be used to directly
project the distorted lattice onto a 2D cloud of atoms,
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FIG. 2: His gram of the matter-fermion LDOS in th flux-free (top, blue) and two-flux sectors (middle, green), together with
the dynamical spin correlator Shiji(!) with Shiji = Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstrained (C = 0),
(d-f): moderate strain (C = 1 · 10 3), and (g-i): large strai (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measured in the center of a
sample wi h 2N = 15 000 sites. The S(!) pl ts employ a Lorentzian broade ing of width  ; moreover the energy axis has been
shi ted with respect to the LDOS p ots by the amount of the local flux gap  ij
11 (yellow region). Panel (c) also shows S(!)
for the infinite homogeneous system12. While the LDOS of the flux-fre sector [panel (d) and (g)] nicely shows the emergence
of Majorana Landau levels (bl ck arrows), the two-flux sector fe tures bound states in the gaps between the Landau levels
[panels (e) and (h)] – these are detected in Shiji(!) as sharp peaks (dashed lines are guide-to-the-eye).
a two-dimensional gapped system is a sign ure of its
topological na ure14. For the prese c s f bo d im-
puriti s in e triaxially strained h neycomb lattice, w
hav checked tha bound states between the Land u lev-
els occur indeed ge eric lly, i.e., i depend nt of he im-
purity strength11, hinting at he topological character of
the matter-fer io sector.
Remarkably, these Majarona-fermion bound states en-
able a unique detection of the Landau-level structure:
The largest matrix leme ts for the correla or Shiji(!)
arise from these bound states in the two-flux sector, such
that Shiji(!) displays sharp pe ks at En+ ij where  ij
is the local flux gap11,15. As can be seen in the lower pan-
ls of Fig. 2, t ese bound-state peaks dominate over the
peaks rising from the Landau l vels thems lves. Giv n
that harp bou d s ates can nly arise in gapped sys-
tems, he sequenc of eaks in S iji(!) repres ts a direct
sign ture of the peculiar exci at on spectrum – Landau
levels separate by gaps – of the strained spin liquid.
Discussion
Our results raise a number of furt er issues. Fir t, we
note that the simultaneous application of strain and of
physical magnetic field has non-trivial e↵ects, which can
be analyzed perturbatively by projec i g on o the flux-
free ector3. We have found that the LLL of the strained
Ki aev od l is shifted to a fin e nergy, while otherwise
the s ectrum of the m tter Majorana fermions r mains
qualitativel unchanged. The excitations of the now fully
gapped syst m bey non-A elian statistics similar to the
elementary excitations of Kitaev’s B-phase 3 subject to
a magnetic field. Second, and perhaps most interesting,
is the fa of the Landau-level spin liquid when inter-
actions beyond the Kitaev model are included16. While
th s qu stion i beyond the cope of this work, it is likely
that the l rge degeneracy of the many-body ground state
will be l ft d in favor of potentially exotic states driven
by i teracti ns between the Majorana fermions, akin to
the physics of the fracti nal quantum Hall e↵ ct.
R alizations of our system appear possible using
strained thin films of honeycomb-lattice iridates, where it
has been proposed that homogeneous pressure or strain
ay drive the material into a Kitaev spin-liqui regime.
Landau levels can then be generated using shapes result-
ing from triaxial strain, circular arcs17, or nanobubbles9.
A second possibility is o↵ered by advances in designing
a tificial molecular structure o surfaces, where the elec-
tronic structure of strained graphene has already be n
demo strated18. A third option is by simulating the
H miltonian (1) using ultracold tomic gases. Phase
pla es19 or digital mirror devices20 can be used o directly
pr jec the distor ed lattice to a 2D cl ud of atoms,
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FIG. 2: Hist gram of the m tter-fermion LDOS in the flux-fre (top, blue) and two-flu rs (mid le, green), together with
the dynamical spin correlator Shiji(!) with Shiji = Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), f cases (a-c): unstrained (C = 0),
(d-f): moderate strain (C = 1 · 10 3), a d (g-i): large strain (C = 4 · 10 3). A l qu are measured in the center of a
sample with 2N = 15 000 sites. The S(!) plots employ a Lor tzian broadening of widt oreover the nergy axis has been
shifted with respect to the LDOS plots by the amount of the local flux gap  ij
1 (yell ion). Panel (c) also shows S(!)
for th infinite homog neo s system12. Whil the LDOS of the flux-fr e sector [panel ( (g)] nicely shows the em rg nc
of Majoran Landa levels (black rrows), he two-flux sector features bo nd states i gaps between the Landau levels
[p nels (e) and ( )] – th se are detected n Shiji(!) as sharp peaks (dashed lines are g i -the-eye).
tw -dimens onal gapped syst m i a signature of its
t pological nature14. For the present case of bond im-
pur ies in the riaxially strained honeycomb lattice, we
hav ch cked that bound states b tween the L ndau lev-
els occur in e d gen rically, i.e., indepe dent of the im-
purity strength11, hin i g at the p logi al character of
the matter-fermion sector.
Remarkably, these M jarona-fermi n bound states e -
able a unique de ection of the Landau- evel str cture:
Th largest matrix elements for the correlator Shij (!)
arise from these bound ta s in th two-flux sector, such
that Shiji(!) displ ys sharp peaks En+ ij where  ij
is th local flux gap11,15. As can be se in the lower pan-
ls of Fig. 2, these bound-state peaks domi at ove th
peaks a ising from the Land u levels th mselves. Given
that sharp bound states can only arise in gapped sys-
ms, the s quence of peaks in Shiji(!) represents a direct
sign tur of the peculiar excitation spectrum – Landau
levels sep rated by gaps – of he strained spin l quid.
Discussion
Our results raise a umber of further i sues. First, we
o e that the simultaneous application of str i an of a
p ysical magnetic fi ld has non-trivial e↵ects, w i h
be analyzed perturbatively by projecting onto the flux-
free sector3. We ha that the L of the strained
Kita v model shift finite energy, while otherwise
the spectrum of the r ajorana fermions remains
qualitatively ncha he excitations of the now fully
gappe system obe belian tatistics imilar to he
el mentary excitati itaev’s B-phase 3 subject to
a magn tic field. Se , nd perhaps most interesting,
is the fate of the -level spin liquid when i ter-
actions beyond the odel are include 16. While
this question is bey scope of this work, it s likely
tha the l rge dege f the many-body ground state
wi l be lifted in fav tentially ex tic sta es driven
y interactions bet e ajorana fermions, aki to
th physics of the fr l quantum Hall e↵ ct.
Realizations of stem ap ear possible using
str ined t in films of comb-lattice ir dates, where it
has b en propose t ogeneous pressure or strain
may drive the mat to a Kitaev spin-liquid regime.
Landau lev ls can t generated using shapes result-
ing fr m triaxial str ircular arcs17, or nanobu bles9.
A second po sibilit ered by advances in designing
artificial molecular s res on surfaces, wher the elec-
tr nic structur of graphene has already been
de ons rated18. option is by simulating the
Hamiltonian (1) usi ltracold atomic gase . Phase
plates19 or digital i v ces20 can be used to directly
project the distorte ice onto a 2D cloud of atoms,
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FIG. 2: Histogram of the matt r-fermion LDOS in the flux-free (top, blue) and two-flux sectors (middle, green), together with
the dyn mical spin correl tor Shiji(!) with Shiji = Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstrained (C = 0),
(d-f): moderate strain (C = · 10 3), and (g- ): larg str in (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measured in the center of a
sa ple with 2N = 15 000 sites. The S(!) plots empl y a Lorentzia broadening of width  ; moreover the energy axis has been
shift d with resp ct to the LDOS plots b the amount of the local flux gap  ij
11 (yellow region). Panel (c) also shows S(!)
for the infinite homogeneous ys m12. While the LDOS of the flux-free s cto [panel (d) and (g)] nicely shows the emergence
of Majorana Landau l vels ( lack arrows), the two-flux s ctor featur s bound states in the gaps between the Landau levels
[panels ( ) and (h)] – these re etected in Shiji(!) as sharp peaks (dashed lines are guide-to-the-eye).
a two-dimensional app d syst m a signature of i s
top l gical nature14. For the pr se t case of bond im-
puri ies in th tri xially strain d h eyco b lattice, we
hav c cked hat bo nd s es between th Landau lev-
ls ccur in ed g nerically, i.e., ind p ndent of the im-
purity st ngth11, hinting at the topolog cal charac er of
the matter-fe mion sector.
Remark bly, these Majarona-fermion bound states en-
abl a uniqu d tection f th Landau-level structure:
Th largest matrix element f r th correlator Shiji(!)
ris from these boun sta s in the wo-flux sector, such
th t Shiji(!) displays sharp peaks at En+ ij where  ij
is the local flux gap11,15. As can be s en in the lower an-
els of Fig. 2, these bound-state peaks dominate over the
p aks aris ng from the Landau levels themselves. Given
that sharp bound states can only arise in gapped sys-
tems, the sequence of peaks in Shiji(!) represents a direct
signature of the peculiar excitation spectrum – Landau
levels separated by gaps – of the stra ned spin liquid.
Discussion
O r results rais a nu be of furth r issues. Firs , we
note h t the simultaneous application of strain and f
physical mag etic fi d has n -tr v e↵ects, which c n
be a alyzed perturbatively by pr jecting onto the flux-
free sector3. W have found that the LLL of the strained
Kitaev model is shifted to a finite energy, while otherwise
the spectru of the matter Majorana fermions remains
qualita ively unchanged. The excitations of the now fully
gapped system bey non-Abelian statistics similar to the
elementary excitati ns of Kitaev’s B-phase 3 subject to
a agnetic field. Second, and perhaps most interesting,
is the fate of the Landau-level spin liquid when inter-
a tions beyond t e Kitaev model are included16. While
this question is beyond the scope of this work, it is likely
that the large degen racy of the many-body ground state
will be lif in favor of potentially exotic states driven
by interactions between the M jorana fer ions, akin to
the physics of the fractional quantum Hall e↵ect.
Real zation of our system appear possible using
strained thin films of honeycomb-lattice iridates, where it
has been proposed that homogeneous pressure or strain
may driv the mat rial into a Kitaev spin-liquid regime.
La dau lev l can then be generated using shapes result-
ing from triaxial strain, circular arcs17, or nanobubbles9.
A secon poss bility is o↵ered by advances in designing
artificial molecular structures on surfaces, where the elec-
tronic st uctur of strained graphene has already been
demonstrated18. A third option is by simulating the
Hamiltonian (1) using ultracold tomic gases. Phase
plates19 r dig al mirr r devices20 can be used to directly
project the dis rted lattice onto a 2D cloud of atoms,
I . : Histogram of the ma ter-fer io i fl -f ( p, blue) and two-flux sectors (mid le, green), together with
the i l s i rr l t r hiji( ) it hiji Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstrained (C = 0),
(d-f): er te str i ( · 3), (g-i): large strain (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measured in the center of a
sa pl ith 2 15 000 sites. he ( ) plots e ploy a Lorentzian broad ning of width ; moreover the energy axis has been
shif ed ith respect to the L S plots by the a ount of the l cal flux gap  ij
11 (yellow region). Panel (c) also shows S(!)
for the infinite ho ogeneous syste 12. hile the L S f the flux-fr e sector [panel (d) and (g)] nicely shows the emergence
of aj ana Landau levels (black a rows), the w -flux s ctor feature bound stat s in aps be w en the Landau lev ls
[p nels (e) and (h)] – thes are detect d in Shiji(! s sharp peaks (dashe line are guide-to-the-eye).
a two-dimensional gapped system is a signatur of its
topological nature14. For the present case of bond im-
purities in the triaxially strained honeycomb lattice, we
have checked that bound states between th Landau lev-
ls occur indeed generically, i. ., independent of the im-
purity strength11, hinting at the top logical character of
the matter-fermion sector.
Remarkably, these Majarona-fermion bound states en-
able a unique detection of the Land u-level structur :
The largest matrix elements for th correlator S iji(!)
arise from ese bound stat s in the tw -flux sector, such
that Shiji(!) displays sharp peaks at En+ ij where  ij
is the local flux gap11,15. As c n be seen in the lower pan-
els of Fig. 2, these bound-state peaks dominate over the
peaks arising from the Landau levels themselves. Given
that sharp bound states can only arise in gapped sys-
tems, the sequence of peaks in Shiji(!) represents a direct
signature of the p culiar excitation spectrum – Landau
levels separ d by gaps – of the strained spin liquid.
Di cussion
Our results raise a number of further issues. F rst, we
note that the simultaneous application of strain nd of a
physical magnetic field has non-t ivial ↵e t , which can
be analyzed perturbatively by projec ng to the flux-
free sector3. We have found that the LLL of the strained
Ki aev model is shifted to a finite e ergy, hile otherwise
the spectrum of the matter M jorana fermions re ains
qualitatively unchanged. The excitations of the now fully
gapped system obey non-Abelian statistics similar to the
elementary excitations of Kitaev’s B-phase 3 subject to
a magnetic field. Second, and perhaps most interesting,
is the fate f the Landau-level spin liquid when inter-
acti ns beyond the Kitaev mod l are included16. Whi e
this question is beyond the scope of th s work, it is likely
that the large degeneracy of the many-body ground state
will e lifted in favor of potentially exotic states driven
by interactions between the Majorana fermions, kin to
the physics of the fractional quantum Hall e↵ect.
Realizations of our system appear possible using
trained thin films of ho eycomb-lattice iridates, wher it
as been proposed that homogeneous pressure or strain
may dr ve the mate ial into a Kitaev spin-liquid regime.
Landau levels can the be generated using shap s result-
ing from triaxial str in, c rcular arcs17, or nanobubbles9.
A seco d possibility is o↵ered by advances in designing
artificial molecular structures on surfaces, where the elec-
tronic structure of strained graphene has already been
demonst ated18. A t ird o tion is by simulating t
Hamiltonian (1) using ultracold atomic gases. Phase
plates19 or digital mirror devices20 can be used to directly
project the distorted lattice onto a 2D cloud of atoms,
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FIG. 2: Histogram of the matter-fermion LDOS in the flux-f ee (top, blue) and two-flux sectors (middle, green), together wit
the dynamical spin correlator Shiji(!) with Shiji = Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstrained (C = 0),
(d-f): moderate strain (C = 1 · 10 3), and (g-i): large strain (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measured i th center of a
sample with 2N = 15 000 sites. The S(!) plots employ a Lorentzian broad ning of width  ; moreover the energy axis has bee
shifted with respect to the LDOS plots by the amount of the local flux gap  ij
11 (yellow region). Panel (c) also shows S(!)
for the infinite homogeneous system12. While the LDOS of the flux-free sector [panel (d) and (g)] nicely shows the mergence
of Majorana Landau levels (black arrows), the tw -flux sector featur s bound states in the gaps between the L nd u levels
[panels (e) and (h)] – these are detected in Shiji(!) as sharp peaks (da hed lines are guide-to-the-eye).
a two-dimensional gapped system is a signature of its
topological nature14. For the present case of bond im-
purities in the triaxially strained honeycomb lattice, we
have checked that bound states between the Landau lev-
els occur indeed generically, i.e., independent of the im-
purity strength11, hinting at the topological character of
the matter-fermion sector.
Remarkably, these Majarona-fermion bound states en-
able a unique detection of the Landau-level struct re:
The largest matrix elements for the correlator Shiji(!)
arise from these bound states in the two-flux sector, such
that Shiji(!) displays sharp peaks at En+ ij where  ij
is the local flux gap11,15. As can be seen n t wer pan-
els of Fig. 2, these bound-state peaks dominate over the
peaks arising from the Landau levels themselves. Given
that sharp bound states can only arise in gapped sys-
tems, the sequence of peaks in Shiji(!) represents a direct
signature of the peculiar excitation spectrum – Landau
levels separated by gaps – of the strained spin liquid.
Discussion
Our results raise a number of further issues. First, we
note that the simultaneous application of strain and of a
physical magnetic field has non-trivial e↵ects, which can
be analyzed perturbatively by projecting onto the flux-
free sector3. We have found that the LLL of the str ined
Kitaev model is shifted to a finite energy, whi e otherwise
the spectrum of the matter M jora f rmions remains
qualitatively unchanged. The excitations of the now fully
gapped system obey no -Abelian stat stics s milar to the
elementary excitati ns of Kitaev’s B-phase 3 subject to
a magnetic field. Second, and perhaps most interesting,
is the fate of the Landau-level spin liquid when int r-
acti s beyond the Kitaev model re incl ded16. While
this qu s ion is beyond the sc pe of this work, it is lik ly
that the large degeneracy of the many-body ground state
will be lifted in f vor of potentially exotic stat s driven
by interactions between th Majorana fermions, akin to
the physics of the fractional quantum Hal e↵ect.
Realizations of our system appear possible us ng
strained thin films of honeycomb-lattice iridates, where i
has been proposed that homogeneous pressure or strain
may drive the material into a Kitaev spin-liquid regime.
Landau levels can then be generated using shapes res lt-
ing from triaxial strain, circular arcs17, or nanobubbles9.
A second possibility is o↵ered by advances in designing
artificial molecular structures on surfaces, wher he elec-
tronic structure of strained graphene has already been
demonstrated18. A th rd option is by simulating the
Hamiltonian (1) usi g ul cold atomic gases. Phase
plates19 or digi al mirror devices20 an be used to directly
project the dist rted lattice n o a 2D clou of toms,
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FIG. 2: Histogram of the matter-fermion LDOS in the flux-free (top, blue) and wo-flux sectors (middle, green), tog ther wit
the dynamical spin correlator Shiji(!) with Shiji = Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstrai ed (C = 0),
(d-f): moderate strain (C = 1 · 10 3), and (g-i): large strain (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measu d in th center of a
sample with 2N = 15 000 sites. The S(!) plots employ a Lorentzian broaden ng of width  ; moreov r the energy axis h s been
shifted with respect to the LDOS plots by the amount of t e local flux gap  ij
11 (ye low region). Panel (c) also sh s S(!)
f r the infinite homogeneous system12. While the LDOS of th flux-fre s ctor [pan l (d) and (g)] nicely ho s th mergenc
of Majorana Landau levels (bl ck arrows), the two-flux sector features bound stat in the gaps betw en the L nd u l vel
[panels (e) and (h)] – these are detected in Shiji(!) as sharp peaks (dashed lines ar guide-to-the- ye).
a tw -dimens onal gapped syst m is a sign ture of its
t pological nature14. For the present case of bond im-
purities in the triaxially strained honeycomb lattice, we
have checked that bound states between the Landau lev-
els occur indeed generically, i.e., independent of the im-
purity strength11, hinting at the topological characte of
the m tter-fermion s tor.
R m kably, these Majaro a-fermion bound states en-
able a unique detection of the Landau-level structure:
The largest matrix elements for the correlator Shij (!)
arise from these bound sta s in the two-flux sector, such
that Shij (!) displays sharp peaks a En+ ij where  ij
is th local flux gap11,15. As can be s en in the lower p n-
els of Fig. 2, these bound-state peaks dominate over the
peaks arising from the Landau levels themselves. Give
that har bound states can only arise in ga ped sys-
tems, the sequence of peaks in Shiji(!) repres nts a direct
signature of the peculiar excitation spectrum – Landau
levels separated by gaps – of the strained spin liquid.
Discussion
Our results raise a number of further issues. Fi st, we
note that the simultaneous application of strain and of a
physical magnetic field has non-trivial e↵ects, which can
be analyzed perturbatively by projecting onto the flux-
free sector3. We have found tha the LLL f the str ined
Kitaev m del is shifted to a finite energy, whi oth rwise
he spectrum of the matter Major a f rmions remains
qualitatively unchanged. The ex itations of the now fu ly
gapped syst m obey on-Abelian statistics s milar to th
eleme ary excitations of Kitaev’ B-phase 3 subject to
magne ic fi ld. Second, and perhaps most i teresting,
is th fate of h Landau-level spin liquid wh n in r-
actions b y nd the Kitaev model re incl d16. While
t s questio i beyond the scope f th s ork, it s lik ly
that the l rge degeneracy f the many-body gro te
will b lifted in fav r of p ten ally exotic stat driv n
by intera tions between th M jorana fermions, akin to
t e hysics of the fractional quantum H ll e↵ect.
Realizations of our system appear possible using
strained thin films of honeycom -lattice iridate , where it
has been proposed that hom geneous pressure strai
may drive the material into a Kitaev spin-liquid regime.
Landau levels can then be generated using shapes result-
ing from triaxial strain, circular arcs17, or nanobubbles9.
A second possibility is o↵ered by advances in designing
rtificial olecular structures on surfaces, where the elec-
tronic structure of strai ed gr ph ne has lrea y be n
demonstrated18. A third option i by simula i g th
Hamiltonian (1) using ultracold a omic gases. Pha e
plates19 or digital mirror d vices20 can be used to directly
project th distorted lat c onto a 2D clou of at ms,
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FIG. 2: Histogram of the matt r-fermion LDOS in the flux-free (top, blu ) and two-flux sectors (middle, gree ), togeth r wit
the dynamical spin correlator Shiji(!) with Shiji = Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstrained (C = 0),
(d-f): moderate str in (C = · 10 3), and (g- ): larg str in (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measur d in th center of a
sample with 2N = 15 000 sites. The S(!) plots employ a Lorentzian broadening of wi th  ; moreover th en rgy axis has be
shifted with respect to the LDOS plots by the amount of the local flux gap  ij
11 (yellow region). Panel (c) als shows S(!)
for the infinite homogeneous system12. While the LDOS of the flux-free s ct [p el (d) and (g)] nicely shows the mergence
of Majorana L dau l vels (black arrows), the two-flux s ct r features bou tates in the g ps between the L nd u levels
[panels (e) and (h)] – t ese re etect d in Shiji(!) as sharp e ks (dashe lines are guid -to-the- ye).
a wo-dimensi al app d syst m a signature of i s
topol gical natur 14. For the p se t cas of b nd im-
purities n the triaxially strained honeyco b lattice, we
hav checked that bound s es betw en th La dau lev-
ls occur indeed generically, i.e., independent of th im-
purity st eng h11, hinting at the topolog cal char ter of
the matt r-fermion s ctor.
Remark bly, thes Majarona-fermion bound sta es en-
abl a unique detection f the Landau-level structure:
Th largest matrix elements for th correlator Shiji(!)
aris f om these bound sta es in th wo-flux sec or, such
th t Shiji(!) displays sharp peaks at E + ij where  ij
i the local flux gap11,15. As can be see in th lowe pan-
els of Fig. 2, these bound-sta e p aks dominate ver the
p aks arising from the Land u levels th mselves. Given
that sh rp boun states can only arise in gapped sys-
tems, the sequence of peaks in Shiji(!) represents a dir ct
signature of the peculiar exc tation spectrum – Landau
levels separated by gaps – of the strain d spin liquid.
Discussion
O r results rais nu ber f f ther issues. F r , we
note that e simultaneous application of s rain and of
physical magnetic field has non-tr v al e↵ects, which can
be a alyzed perturbatively by projecting onto the flux-
free sector3. W have foun t t the LLL of the tr ined
Kitaev model is s ifted to a finite nergy, wh e oth wise
the spectru of the m tter Majorana f rmions remains
qualitatively unchang d. Th excitations of th now fully
gapped system obey non-Abelian statistics s milar to the
eleme tary exc tations of Kitaev’s B-ph se 3 subject to
a agn tic fiel . S cond, a perhaps most interesti g,
is the fate f the L ndau-l vel spi liquid when int r-
a ti ns bey d he Kitaev model re incl ded16. While
this quest on i beyond the scope of his work, it is likely
that the large degeneracy of the many-body g ound st te
will be lifte in favo of poten ially exotic s ates driven
by i teractions b twee th Majora fermions, kin to
the hysic of the fra ti nal quantu Hall e↵ec .
R al zation of our syste appear possible u ing
straine thin films of o eycomb-lattic iridates, where it
h s been propos d that homogeneous pressure or strain
may drive the material into a Kitaev spin-liquid regime.
Landau level can th n be ge erated using shapes result-
ing from tr axial strain, circular rcs17, or n nobubbles9.
A secon pos bility is ↵ered by advanc s in designi g
rtificial olecular structures on surfaces, where the elec-
troni truct r of strained raphene ha alr ady been
demonstrat d18. A third option is by simula ing th
Hamiltonian (1) using ultrac ld atomic g ses. Phase
pl tes19 r igi al mir o devic s20 can b us to directly
project the distorted latt ce to a 2D clou of atoms,
I . : Histogram of the ma ter-fer io i fl -f (t p, blue) and two-flux sectors (mid l , green), toge he with
the i l s i rr l t r hiji( ) it hiji Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purple), for the cases (a-c): unstr ined (C = 0),
(d-f): er te str i ( · 3), (g i : large strain (C = 4 · 10 3). All quantities are measured in the cen r of a
sa ple ith 2 15 000 sites. he ( ) plots e ploy a Lorentzian broadening of width ; mor over the energy axis has been
shifted ith respect to the L S plots by the a ount of the local flux gap  ij
11 (yellow region). Panel (c) als shows S(!)
for the infinite ho ogeneous syste 12. hile the L S of t e flux-fr e sector [panel (d) and (g)] nicely shows the eme g nc
of ajorana Landau levels (black arrows), the two-flux sector feature bound states in gaps between the La da levels
[panels (e) and (h)] – these are detected in Shiji(!) s sharp peaks (dashed lines are guide-to-the-eye).
a two-dimensional gapped system is a signature of its
topological nature14. For the present case f bond im-
purities in the triaxially strained honeycomb latt ce, w
have checked that bound states between the Landau lev-
els occur indeed generically, i.e., independent of the im-
purity strength11, hinting at the topological character of
the matter-fermion sector.
Remarkably, these Majarona-fermion bound states en-
able a unique detection of the Landau-lev l structur :
The largest matrix elements for the correlator Shiji(!)
arise from these bound states in the two-flux sector, such
that Shiji(!) displays sharp peaks at En+ ij where  ij
is the local flux gap11,15. As can be seen in the lower pan-
els of Fig. 2, these bound-state peaks dominate over the
peaks arising from the Landau levels themselves. Given
that sharp bound states can only arise in gapped sys-
tems, the sequence of peaks in Shiji(!) represents a direct
signature of the peculiar excitation spectrum – Landau
levels separated by gaps – of the strained spin liquid.
Discussion
Our results raise a number of further issues. Fir t, we
note that the simultaneous application of strain nd of a
physical magnetic field has non-trivial e↵ects, which ca
be analyzed perturbatively by projecting onto the flux-
free sector3. W have found that the LLL of th strained
Kitaev mod l is shifted to a finite e ergy, while oth r ise
the spec rum of t e matter Majorana fermio s r mains
qualitatively unchang d. The excit tions of the now fully
gapped s stem obey non-Abelian stati tics simil r to the
eleme tary excitations of Kitaev’s B-phase 3 subject o
a magnetic field. Second, and perhaps mos interesti g,
i the f te of the La da -level spi liquid when int r-
a ti ns beyond the Kitaev mod l are included16. While
this question is beyond the scope of this wo k, it likely
that the large degeneracy of th many-body ground state
will be lifted in favor of potentially exotic states driven
by interactions between the Majorana fermions, akin to
the physics of the fractional quantum Hall e↵ect.
R alizations of our ystem ap r possible using
str ined thi films of ho eyc mb-lat ice irid tes, wher it
as been proposed that homogeneous pressure or strai
may d ive the material in o a Kitaev spin-liquid regim .
Landau levels can then be generated using shap s result-
ing from triaxial strain, circular arcs17, or n nobubbles9.
A second possibility is o↵ered by advances in de igni g
artificial molecular structures on surfaces, where the elec-
tronic structure of strained graphene has already been
demonstrated18. A third option i by simula ing the
H miltoni n (1) using ultracold atomic g ses. Phase
plates19 or digital mirror devices20 can be used to directly
project the distorted lattice onto a 2D cloud of atoms,
FIG. 2: Simulation r sults: Histogram of he matte -fermio LDOS in flux-free (top, blue) and wo-flux s c r (mid ,
green), togeth r with the dynamic l s in correlator S〈ij〉(ω) with S〈ij〉 = Sii + Sjj + 2Sij (bottom, purpl ), for the case (a-c):
unstrained (C = 0), (d-f): moderate strain (C = 1 · 10−3), and (g-i): large strain (C = 4 · 10−3). All quantities are measured
in the center of a sample w th 2N = 15 000 sit s. Th S(ω) plots employ a Lo ntzian broadening of width γ; moreover the
energy axis has been shifted ith resp ct to th LDOS plots by th amoun of th local flux g p[14] ∆ij (yellow region). Pa l
(c) lso shows S(ω) for the infinite homog ne u syst m [17]. W ile th LDOS f the flux-fr e s ctor [pan l (d) and (g)] nicely
shows the em rgence of Majorana L ndau lev ls (black arr ws), th tw -flux s c r f tures bound states in th gaps b en
the Landau levels [pan ls (e) and (h)] – hese ar tected i S〈ij〉(ω) as sharp peaks (dashed lines are guid -to-th -eye).
th Z2 flux s in e pl quettes djacent to he α b
emanating from site i. St rting from th ground state
|0〉 w ich is flux-fr e, the i r ediate state |λ〉 is then
a st te with a locally excited flux p ir, i.e., the hopping
problem of matter fermions in the intermediate state in-
volves a local “flux impurity” Vˆ = −2 i Jαij cˆicˆj . The fact
that fluxes re static implies that all cor elators beyond
nearest-n ighbor sites are strictly zero.
The numerical calculation of a zero-temp rature dy-
amic str cture f ctor Sij(ω) involves two diago aliza-
tions, one in the flux-free sector with all u = 1 and one
in the excited-state fl x sector with all u = 1 except
uij = −1 on the bond involving the measured site(s).
The eigenvectors in both flux sectors ar then used to
construct the matrix elements entering Sij(ω). We em-
ploy th single-mode approximation [17], wi h detail
given in the supplement [14].
For the structure factor of the strained Kitaev model,
a central observation is that the impurity Vˆ induces a se-
quence of single-particle bound states which energetically
lie between the Landau levels. This can be nicely seen
in panels (e) and (h) of Fig. 2 which show the LDOS
in the two-flux sector, measured on the flipped bond.
This LDOS displays essentially the same Landau levels
as the corresponding flux-free system, but shows addi-
tional sharp peaks of even higher weight at energies En
i b tw n th Landau levels – thes peaks aris from
is lated states localiz d ne r the flipped bo . We ote
t at rela ed b und states have b e reported recentl
in a study of spin excitations in the field-induced non-
Abelian p se of the Kitaev model [18]. More broadly, we
recall that in-gap bound states occur frequently in one-
and two-di ensional systems because the real part of the
single-particle Gre n’s function diverge at gap edges. In
fact, r cent theory work on t pological band in ul tors
as su gested hat the g ner c o currence of impurity-
ind ced bound states in a two-di ensional gapped sys-
tem a signa ure f its t pologic l natur [19]. F the
pre en case of bond impuri i s in t e t iaxially str in d
honeyc mb lattice, we h ve ch cked tha bound states
between the Landau levels o cur i deed generically, i.e.,
independent of the impurity strength [14], hinting at the
topological character of the matter-fermion sector.
Rem rkably, the Majarona-fermion bound states en-
able a unique detection of the Landau-level structure:
The largest matrix elements for the correlator S〈ij〉(ω)
arise from these bound states in the two-flux sector, such
that S〈ij〉(ω) displays sharp peaks at En+∆ij where ∆ij
is the local flux gap [14, 20]. As can be seen in the lower
panels of Fig. 2, these bound-state peaks dominate over
the peaks arising from the Landau levels themselves.
In Fig. 3 we show the energetic positions of the bound-
4state peaks in S〈ij〉(ω), with the local flux gap ∆ij sub-
tracted, and compare them to the energies of the Landau
levels found in the matter-fermion LDOS of the flux-free
system. The plot shows that the bound-state energies
track the energy dependence εn ∝
√
nC of the Landau
levels, approaching the lower edge of the respective gap
with increasing n. Given that sharp bound states can
only arise in gapped systems, the observation of a series
peaks in S〈ij〉(ω) with a
√
n energy dependence (after
subtracting a constant corresponding to ∆ij) represents
a direct signature of the peculiar excitation spectrum –
Landau levels separated by gaps – of the strained spin
liquid.
Discussion. Our results raise a number of further is-
sues. First, we note that the simultaneous application of
strain and of a physical magnetic field has non-trivial ef-
fects, which can be analyzed perturbatively by projecting
onto the flux-free sector [3]. We have found that the LLL
of the strained Kitaev model is shifted to a finite energy,
while otherwise the spectrum of the matter Majorana
fermions remains qualitatively unchanged. The excita-
tions of the now fully gapped system obey non-Abelian
statistics similar to the elementary excitations of Kitaev’s
B-phase [3] subject to a magnetic field. Second, and per-
haps most interesting, is the fate of the Landau-level spin
liquid when interactions beyond the Kitaev model are in-
cluded [21]. While this question is beyond the scope of
this work, it is likely that the large degeneracy of the
many-body ground state will be lifted in favor of po-
tentially exotic states driven by interactions between the
Majorana fermions, akin to the physics of the fractional
quantum Hall effect.
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FIG. S4: Energy positions of the Landau levels "n as ob-
served in the matter-fermion LDOS of the flux-free sector,
shown together with the bound-state energies En in the two-
flux sector; the En are identical to the peak positions in the
correlator Shiji(!) with the local flux gap  ij subtracted [ex-
cept for the lowest peak which originates from the LLL; hence
our numbering for En starts with n = 1]. The data correspond
to that of Fig. 2(g,i) of the main paper, with 2N = 15 000 and
C = 0.004. The lines are fits of "n to a
p
n dependence; both
"n and are shown for visualization purposes such that
the two red data points for each n mark the Landau-level gap.
Instead the measurement dynamically generates an im-
purity leading to one localized bound state, causing a
high-intensity peak in Shiji(!), in each of the Landau-
level gaps. Given that higher Landau levels tend to be
smeared (because the analogy between strain and mag-
netic field is restricted to the low-energy limit), the spin
correlator shows a much sharper peak structure than the
matter-fermion DOS itself.
A. Energy scaling
In Fig. S4 we show the energetic positions of the
bound-state peaks in Shiji(!), with the local flux gap
 ij subtracted, and compare them to the energies of
the Landau levels found in the matter-fermion LDOS of
(b)
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FIG. S5: Wavefunctions of the first two in-gap bound states
in the two-flux sector for a system with 2N = 5400 spins and
strain C = 0.0078 where the flux pair has been created in the
center. (a) First in-gap state with energy En=1 ⇡ 0.44 J . (b)
Second in-gap state at En=2 ⇡ 0.86 J .
the flux-free system. The plot shows that the energies
of the pseudo-Landau levels fit the energy dependence
"n /
p
B|n| known for graphene Landau levels where B
encodes magnetic field strength6. The bound-state ener-
gies track this dependence, approaching the lower edge
of the respective gap with increasing n. Hence, the ob-
servation of a series peaks in Shiji(!) with a
p
n energy
dependence (after subtracting a constant corresponding
to ij) can be taken as a unique signature of the Landau-
level structure.
B. Bound-state wavefunctions
In Fig. S5 we illustrate the nature of the probe-induced
bound states in the two-flux sector, by plotting the prob-
ability distribution of eigenmode m for A and B sites
given by
wmA,i = U
2
mi/2 , w
m
B,j = V
2
mj/2 . (S17)
The bound-state eigenmodes are highly localized near the
flipped bond (which is taken to be in the center of the
sample), which we have checked by computing the in-
verse participation ratio for these modes. The localiza-
tion length increasing with increasing n, which is a simple
result of the decreasing gap magnitude.
C. Bound states and topology
A recent paper7 has proposed an interesting connection
between topological states and local impurity physics,
namely that the impurity-induced local in-gap Green’s
function can be used as diagnostic tool for topology. For
time-reversal-invariant Z2 topological insulators in two
!
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FIG. S6: Energy positions En of the bound states caused
by a bond impurity as a function of the impurity strength
Vimp. Note that Vimp = 0 is the clean case and Vimp = 2Jij
corresponds to a flipped bond (“two-flux sector”). The data
corresponds to N = 7500 and C = 0.004; the grey horizontal
lines represent the energies of the pseudo-Landau levels.
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FIG. S4: Energy positions of the Landau levels "n as ob-
erved in the mat er-fermion LDOS of the flux-free sector,
shown together with the bound-s ate nergies En in the two-
flux sector; the En are identical to the eak posi ions in the
orrelator Shiji(!) with the local flux gap  ij subtracted [ex-
cept for the lowest peak which originates from the LLL; hence
our numbering for En s arts with n = 1]. T e data correspo
to that of Fig. 2(g,i) of the main paper, with 2N = 15 000 and
C = 0.004. The lines are fits of "n to a
p
n dependence; both
"n and " are shown for visualiz tion purposes such that
the two red data points for each n mark the Landau-level gap.
Instead the measurement dynamically generates an im-
purity l ading to one localized bound state, causing a
high-intensity peak in Shiji(!), i each of the Landau-
lev l gaps. Given at higher Landau levels te to be
smeared (because the analogy betw en strain and mag-
netic field is restricted to the low- nergy limit), t e spin
correlator sh ws a much sharper peak structure than the
matter-fermion DOS itself.
A. Energy scaling
In Fig. S4 we show the energetic positions of the
bound-s ate peaks in Shiji(!), with he local flux gap
 ij subtract d, and compare them to the energies
the Landau levels found in the matter-fermion LDOS of
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FIG. S5: Wavefunctions of the first two in-gap bound st tes
in the two-flux sector for a system wit 2N = 5400 spins and
strain C = 0.0078 where he flux pair has been created in the
c nter. (a) First in-g p state with energy En=1 ⇡ 0.44 J . (b)
Second in-gap state at En=2 ⇡ 0.86 J .
the flux-free system. The plot shows that th ergies
of the pseudo-Landau levels fit the energy dependence
" /pB|n| known for g aphene Landau levels where B
encodes magnetic fiel str ngth6. The bound-state ener-
gies track this dependence, approachi g the lower edge
of the respectiv gap with i creasing n. Hence, the ob-
servation of a serie peaks Shiji(!) wi h a
p
n e ergy
dependence (after subtracting a co s ant corr spo ing
to ij) can b taken as a unique signature of the Landau-
level structure.
B. Bound-state wavefunctions
In Fig. S5 we illus rate the na u e of the probe-induced
bound states in the two-flux sector, by plotting the prob-
ability distribution of eigenmode m for A and B sites
given by
wmA,i = U
2
mi/2 , w
m
B,j = V
2
mj/2 . (S17)
The bound-state eigenmodes are highly localized near
flipped bond (which is taken to be in the center of the
sample), which we have check d by computing the in
verse participation ratio for these modes. The localiza-
tion length increasing with increas ng n, which is a simple
result of the decreasing gap magnitude.
C. Bound states and topology
A recent aper7 has proposed an interesting connect on
between topological sta es and local impurity physics,
namely that the impurity-induced local in-gap Green’s
function can be used as diagnostic tool for topology. For
time-reversal-invariant Z2 topological insulators in two
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by a bond impurity as a function of the impurity strength
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a flipped bond (“two-flux secto ”). The data
corresponds to N = 7500 and C = 0.004; the grey horizontal
lines represent the energies of the pseudo-Landau levels.
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FIG. 3: Energy positions of the Landau levels εn as observed
in the matter-fermion LDOS of the flux-free sector, shown to-
gether with the bound-state energies En in the two-flux sec-
tor; the En are identical to the peak positions in the correlator
S〈ij〉(ω) with the local flux gap ∆ij subtracted [except for th
lowest peak which originates from the LLL; hence our num-
bering for En starts with n = 1]. The data correspond to
that of Fig. 2(g,i) with C = 0.004. The lines are fits of εn
to a
√
n dependence; both εn and εn+1 are shown for visual-
ization purposes such that the Landau-level gap is visible for
each n.
Realizations of our system appear possible using
strained thin films of honeycomb-lattice iridates, where it
has been proposed that homogeneous pressure or strain
may drive the material into a Kitaev spin-liquid regime.
Landau levels can then be generated using shapes result-
ing from triaxial strain, circular arcs [22], or nanobubbles
[12]. It has to be kept in mind, however, that inhomoge-
neous strain may induce additional interactions as it de-
forms the nearly 90-degree Ir-O-Ir bonds. A second possi-
bility is offered by advances in designing artificial molecu-
lar structures on surfaces, where the electronic structure
of strained graphene has already been demonstrated [23].
A third option is by simulating the Hamiltonian (1) us-
ing ultracold atomic gases. Phase plates [24] or digital
mirror devices [25] can be used to directly project the
distorted lattice onto a 2D cloud of atoms, and proposals
for realizing artificial spin-orbit coupling have been made
[26].
In summary, we have demonstrated how to engineer
a novel state of matter, where the emergent degrees of
freedom of a fractionalized spin liquid – charge-neutral
Majorana fermions – display a Landau-level structure of
excitation energies. We have shown that this Landau-
level structure can be efficiently detected in measure-
ments of dynamic spin correlations, thanks to a mech-
anism of probe-induced bound-state formation.
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I. EXACT SOLUTION OF THE KITAEV
MODEL
The spin-liquid model of Kitaev1 describes spins 1/2 on
a honeycomb lattice which interact via bond-dependent
nearest-neighbor Ising spin exchange,
HK = −
∑
〈ij〉x
Jxij σˆ
x
i σˆ
x
j −
∑
〈ij〉y
Jyij σˆ
y
i σˆ
y
j −
∑
〈ij〉z
Jzij σˆ
z
i σˆ
z
j (S1)
with σˆαi being Pauli matrices. For the homogeneous
isotropic case, Jαij ≡ J , the Kitaev model possesses a
discrete Z3 symmetry of a combination of 120 degree
real-space and simultaneous spin rotations of the form
σˆx → σˆy, σˆy → σˆz, and σˆz → σˆx. As usual, the two
sublattices of the honeycomb lattice will be labelled A
and B.
Following Kitaev1 one rewrites the spin Hamiltonian
(S1) in terms of four Majorana fermions per site, bˆx, bˆy,
bˆz, and cˆ, with σˆαi = i bˆ
α
i cˆi. In the new operators, the
Hamiltonian (S1) becomes
Huˆ = i
∑
〈ij〉α
Jαij uˆij cˆi cˆj (S2)
with the “bond operator” uˆij ≡ i bˆαi bˆαj which is antisym-
metric under exchange of i and j (and i taken from the
A sublattice). The problem can be solved by noting that
all uˆij are constants of motion: they commute with the
Hamiltonian Huˆ and with each other, their eigenvalues
being uij = ±1. Every particular choice of a given set
{uij} reduces the Hamiltonian (S2) into a billinear which
is readily solved,
Hu = i
2
(
cˆTA cˆ
T
B
)( 0 M
−MT 0
)(
cˆA
cˆB
)
. (S3)
For a honeycomb lattice with 2N lattice sites, M is a real
N×N matrix with elements Mjk = Jαjkujk and the vector
cˆA(B) contains N matter Majorana operators of the A
(B) sublattice. Using a singular value decomposition one
finds M = USV T with orthogonal N × N matrices U
and V and the positive semi-definite diagonal matrix S
with elements i, i = 1, . . . , N . Denoting the Majorana
fermions on sublattice A (B) in unit cell r as cˆA(B),r, the
Majorana eigenmodes are given by
cˆ′A,m =
∑
r
UTm,r cˆA,r and cˆ
′
B,m =
∑
r
V Tm,r cˆB,r (S4)
which can be combined into complex fermions
aˆm =
1
2
(
cˆ′A,m + i cˆ
′
B,m
)
. (S5)
Using the matrix identity(
0 USV T
−V SUT 0
)
=
(
U 0
0 V
)(
0 S
−S 0
)(
UT 0
0 V T
)
(S6)
we can rewrite the Hamiltonian (S3),
Hu = i
2
(
cˆTA cˆ
T
B
)(U 0
0 V
)(
0 S
−S 0
)(
UT 0
0 V T
)(
cˆA
cˆB
)
=
i
2
(
cˆ′A
T cˆ′B
T
)( 0 S
−S 0
)(
cˆ′A
cˆ′B
)
= i
N∑
m=1
mcˆ
′
A,mcˆ
′
B,m =
N∑
m=1
m
(
2aˆ†maˆm − 1
)
. (S7)
The matter-fermion excitation energies are thus given by
the singular values m of the matrix M ; the ground-state
energy for a given choice of {uij} is E0,u = −
∑
m m.
Following Kitaev we will refer from now on to the choices
{uij} as flux sectors. The case where all uij = +1 is
referred to as the flux-free sector. The case where all
uij = +1 except a single uµν = −1 is referred to as
a single-flux sector if the bond 〈µν〉 is located at the
boundary of the sample and as two-flux sector otherwise.
To monitor the eigenmodes of the matter Majorana
fermions, we can calculate their (global) density of states
(DOS), ρ(ω) =
∑
n δ(ω − 2n). To resolve spatial struc-
ture, we also consider the corresponding local density of
states (LDOS) which is given by
ρj(ω) =
1
2
∑
n
U2nj δ(ω − 2n) (S8)
for a site j on the A sublattice; for a site j on the B
sublattice, Unj is replaced by Vnj where Unj (Vnj) are
the matrix elements of U (V ).
In our numerical calculations we consider hexagonal
flakes with open boundaries (see Fig. S1), consisting of r
rings, with the number of unit cells being N = 3r2. Most
runs are performed for r = 50, yielding 2N = 15 000
spins.
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FIG. S1: Illustration of a hexagonal shaped honeycomb flake
consisting of r “rings”. Shown are r = 1 (white), r = 2
(yellow + white), r = 3 (red + yellow + white). The number
of unit cells is N = 3r2 corresponding to 2N spins.
II. DYNAMICAL SPIN CORRELATIONS
The dynamical spin correlation function, Eq. (5) of
the main paper, can be expressed in terms of Majorana
fermions and yield the following Lehmann representation
at zero temperature 2,3, here written separately for the
on-site correlator
Sαβii (ω) = 2pi
∑
λ
| 〈M0| cˆi |λ〉 |2δ(ω−(Eλ−E0))δαβ (S9)
and the off-site correlators
Sαβij (ω) = 2piF
α
ij
∑
λ
〈M0| cˆi |λ〉 〈λ| cˆj |M0〉 (S10)
× δ(ω − (Eλ − E0))δαβδ〈ij〉α ,
where δ〈ij〉α is non-zero only if i and j are nearest neigh-
bors connected by an α bond, i.e., Sij vanishes beyond
nearest neighbors. In both cases |M0〉 is the matter-
fermion ground state in the ground-state flux sector,
assumed to be flux-free, and
∑
λ runs over all matter-
fermion states in the two-flux sector. E0 and Eλ are the
corresponding many-body energies. The prefactor Fαij =
{−1, i,− i} depending on the spin component. Note that
we can safely ignore the fermion parity condition3,4 due
to open boundaries, such that |M0〉 has no excited matter
fermions. For the intermediate state |λ〉 we will restrict
ourselves to states with a single matter fermion (single-
mode approximation); these states contribute more than
97% of the spectral weight in the homogeneous case2.
With strain applied, we can expect this approximation
to be even better, because the main weight is contained
in the bound-state peaks whose contributions are cap-
tured exactly in the single-mode approximation.
In the homogeneous isotropic Kitaev model, the
momentum-dependent dynamic spin structure factor
Sαα(~q, ω) = (1/N)
∑
ij S
αα
ij (ω)e
− i ~q·~rij – accessible by
neutron scattering – displays a continuum of spectral
weight above the energy of the flux gap, ∆ = 0.26J , with
little momentum dependence2. This reflects the fact that
a spin flip decays into a matter and a flux excitation, the
latter having a momentum-independent energy.
For our inhomogeneous Kitaev model, the computa-
tion of the spin correlator proceeds in the following steps:
1. We construct the matrix M in (S6) for the flux-free
sector (i.e., all uij = +1). This matrix is real and
of dimension N × N , its entries require to specify
the values of Jα and the strain C.
2. We perform a singular value decomposition (SVD)
into M = USV T where U and V contain the
normalized singular vectors and are orthogonal,
UT = U−1 and V T = V −1. The diagonal matrix S
contains the singular values – these are identical to
the non-negative part of the spectrum of an equiv-
alent hopping problem of canonical fermions with
hopping energies Mjk.
3. We obtain the M ′ matrix of a particular two-flux
sector, defined by a single sign-flipped bond 〈ij〉
(equivalent to multiplying a single matrix element
in M by −1). Now we also perform the SVD for
the matrix M ′ and obtain corresponding U ′ and
V ′ matrices as well as the singular values (2)m . We
denote the matter-fermion ground state in this two-
flux sector by |λ0〉 and the canonical fermions de-
scribing the corresponding excitations [analogous
to those in Eq. (S5)] by bˆm.
4. We define the matrix
X =
1
2
(
U ′TU + V ′TV
)
(S11)
and compute its determinant and its inverse, detX
and X−1, respectively.
5. For an intermediate state with a single matter-
fermion excitation, |λm〉 = bˆ†m |λ0〉, matrix ele-
ments for cˆ operators on the A and B sublattices
are obtained as
〈M0| cˆA,i |λm〉 =
√
|detX| (UX−1)
i,m
, (S12)
〈λm| cˆB,j |M0〉 = i
√
|detX| (V X−1)
j,m
. (S13)
6. Eventually we calculate the correlators (S9) and
(S10), with the ground state energy of the flux-free
sector E0 and with the one-particle energies of the
considered two-flux sector, with
Eλm = E
(2)
0 + 2
(2)
m = −
N∑
m′=1

(2)
m′ + 2
(2)
m . (S14)
III. FINITE-SIZE AND BOUNDARY EFFECTS
The displacement pattern as described by Eq. (3) is
incompatible with periodic boundary conditions, such
that open boundaries need to be employed. Then, the
pseudo-magnetic field in a finite-size system as in Fig. 1
is not perfectly homogeneous. In addition, low-energy
edge states occur.
3A. Maximal strain
The assumed linear dependence of the exchange cou-
plings on bond lengths, Eq. (4), implies that there ex-
ists a maximal value of the strain, Cmax, such that for
C > Cmax exchange couplings of the boundary of the
sample become negative. The value of Cmax decreases
with system size; concrete values are Cmax = 0.021 for
2N = 1350 and Cmax = 0.0062 for 2N = 15000. All re-
sults shown in this paper are for strain values C < Cmax.
We have numerically checked that the ground state of
the Kitaev model remains in the flux-free sector provided
that C < Cmax.
B. Landau levels and field inhomogeneities
As a result of the field inhomogeneities, the clearest
Landau-level signatures are obtained in the LDOS in the
center of the system. This has been discussed in detail
for graphene5, and our LDOS results including finite-size
effects are similar to that in Ref. 5.
We note that, despite the inhomogeneities, the pseudo-
Landau levels display a large approximate degeneracy,
i.e., the energy of the Landau-level peaks is essentially
constant as function of spatial position in an extended
region around the sample center. To illustrate this, we
show in Fig. S2 the LDOS of Fig. 1 g (main paper), mea-
sured at the sample center, and two corresponding LDOS
further away from the center. In all three cases the Lan-
dau levels appear at the same energy. Close to the sam-
ple edge the energy position of the Landau levels slightly
deviates (with the exception of the LLL). We note that
larger values of β reduce non-linearities in the strain pat-
tern which are ultimately responsible for the deviations
between Figs. S2 (a), (b), and (c).
C. Edge states
While our system displays edge states at its zigzag
edges, these are not topologically protected and do not
energetically connect different Landau levels – the latter
can be clearly seen in our LDOS results for large values
of strain C (not shown). This is consistent with the fact
that the strained system remains time-reversal invariant
and hence is characterized by a vanishing Chern number.
D. Flux gap for inhomogeneous couplings
For the homogeneous isotropic Kitaev model the flux
gap, i.e., the energy difference between the matter-
fermion ground states in the two-flux and zero-flux sec-
tors, is given by ∆ = 0.26J in the thermodynamic limit1.
Note that the lowest-energy two-flux states are those with
the two fluxes being located in adjacent plaquettes.
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FIG. S2: LDOS in the center and off the center for 2N =
15 000 spins and C = 0.004. (a) is identical to Fig. 2 (g),
measured in the center. (b) and (c) show LDOS measured 10
and 20 sites away from center, respectively. Red dashed lines
are guide-to-the-eye for comparing the position of the LLs.
Importantly, for a finite-size system with open bound-
aries the flux gap depends on the spatial position of the
flux pair. This requires to introduce a local flux gap ∆ij
where ij refers to the bond with uij = −1 adjacent to
the fluxes. It is this local gap ∆ij which represents the
lower energy bound for the intermediate state |λ〉 in the
spin correlator Sααij (ω).
In Fig. S3 we show ∆ij for different values of the strain
C. Clearly, small and moderate values of C lead to an
essentially homogeneous gap in the interior of the system
and a reduced gap near the edges only. In contrast, for
large C close to Cmax the gap profile becomes rather inho-
mogeneous, with a pronounced maximum in the middle.
This can be easily understood: The strongly elongated
bonds near the edges correspond to a reduced exchange
coupling, and the energy cost of flipping a bond in such
a plaquette is small.
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FIG. S3: Local flux gap ∆ij/J . The four panels correspond to
different values of C: (a) C = 0, (b) C = 0.008, (c) C = 0.016,
and (d) C = 0.02. The sample contains 2N = 1350 lattice
sites.
E. Local vs. zero-momentum spin correlations
Given the inhomogeneous character of the system, with
both the pseudo-magnetic field and the flux gap being
approximately homogeneous in the interior only, one has
to distinguish measurements in position and momentum
space. Momentum-space spin correlations are probed by
the dynamic structure factor S(~q, ω). For real-space mea-
surements it is convenient to introduce a bond-local re-
sponse function,
S〈ij〉(ω) = Sααii (ω) + S
αα
jj (ω) + 2S
αα
ij (ω) (S15)
with α = αij . The structure factor is related
to these local correlators by
∑
α S
αα(~q = 0, ω) =
1/N
∑
〈ij〉 S〈ij〉(ω) where the sum 〈ij〉 is over all lattice
bonds.
The plots of Fig. 2 in the main paper display local ob-
servables in the center of the system where the Landau-
level signatures are clearest – here isolated bound-state
peaks are seen in S〈ij〉(ω). Importantly, the condition of
locality for the measurement can be relaxed: In Fig. S4
we show approximants to (1/3)
∑
α S
αα(~q = 0, ω), de-
fined as the sum of all correlators inside a circle of radius
R in the interior of the sample:
SR(ω) =
1
N ′
ri,rj<R∑
〈ij〉
S〈ij〉(ω) (S16)
where N ′ the number of bonds inside this circle. For
small R, Fig. S4(a), the result for SR resembles the single-
bond result. Increasing R leads to a smearing of the
bound-state peaks – this smearing primarily originates
from the inhomogeneities in the flux gap. Importantly,
the bound-state peaks characteristic of the Landau-level
structure are still clearly visible for R values where the
circle covers a sizeable fraction of the sample, 20% in
Fig. S4(c). This shows that neutron-scattering measure-
ments can detect the peak structure by measuring S(~q, ω)
provided that the neutron beam is smaller than the sam-
ple size, such that the outer parts of the sample are not
included in the probe.
F. Thermodynamic limit
The displacement pattern used to generate the pseudo-
magnetic field, Eq. (3), cannot be extended to an in-
finitely large system, simply because bond lengths be-
come negative. In other words, the thermodynamic limit
of infinite linear size, L/a0 →∞, cannot be taken at fixed
C¯. We also note that, with increasing system size, the lin-
earization in Eq. (4) becomes invalid, which is eventually
signalled by negative exchange couplings at the bound-
ary which occur for C > Cmax. Together, this raises the
question whether there exists a well-defined limit where
finite-size effects can be made small.
An interesting route is to take the combined limit
L/a0 → ∞ and C¯ → 0, keeping C¯L/a0 (as well as the
magnetoelastic factor β) fixed. In this limit, the pseudo-
magnetic field scales to zero as L/a0 → ∞, and with it
the energetic spacing of the pseudo-Landau levels. As the
ratio of system size and magnetic length is kept fixed, we
speculate that the system approaches a scaling limit with
well-defined Landau levels – this will be investigated in
future work.
G. Spin correlations at finite temperature
For an orbital magnetic field applied to graphene, the
lowest Landau level (LLL) is located at exactly zero en-
ergy. For the present case of the strained Kitaev model,
the LLL being at zero energy implies a highly degener-
ate many-body ground state. Notably, this degeneracy is
lifted by finite-size effects – all our mode energies m are
positive.
For practical reasons, we evaluate the expectation
value 〈. . .〉 in the spin correlator, Sαβij in Eq. (5), with the
unique finite-system ground state |M0〉, corresponding to
strictly T = 0. Importantly, our conclusions apply un-
changed if Sαβij is calculated instead using a thermal aver-
age over the low-energy many-body states, i.e., at small
finite temperature T  ε1 where ε1 is the energy of the
first finite-energy Landau level. The argument proceeds
as follows: The relevant many-body initial states |M〉 in-
volve any number of matter Majorana excitations from
the LLL – this precludes a full numerical evaluation of
Sαβij at finite T . Importantly, for large systems, sizeable
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FIG. S3: Correlators SR(!) (S16) – representing a finite-area approximants to S(~q = 0,!) – for (a) R/Rmax = 0.1, featuring
essentially the same peak structure as Shiji(!) in Fig. 2(i), (b) 0.2, with visible broadening of the bound-state peak
due to inhomogeneities, and (c) R/Rmax = 0.3. The system parameters are 2N = 15 000, C = 0.004, and Rmax is the radius of
the smallest circle enclosing the entire flake (in unstrained coordinates). The Lorentzian broadening is  /J = 0.005.
D. Thermodynamic limit
The displacement pattern used to generate the pseudo-
magnetic field, Eq. (3), cannot be extended to an in-
finitely large system, simply because bond lengths be-
come negative. In other words, the thermodynamic limit
of infinite linear size, L/a0 ! 1, cannot be taken at
fixed C¯. We also note that, with increasing system size,
the linearization in Eq. (4) becomes invalid, which is
eventually signalled by negative exchange couplings at
the boundary (for the strain values used in this paper,
all couplings remain positive). Together, this raises the
question whether there exists a well-defined limit where
finite-size e↵ects can be made small.
An interesting route is to take the combined limit
L/a0 ! 1 and C¯ ! 0, keeping C¯L/a0 (as well as the
magnetoelastic factor  ) fixed. In this limit, the pseudo-
magnetic field scales to zero as L/a0 ! 1, and with it
the energetic spacing of the pseudo-Landau levels. As the
ratio of system size and magnetic length is kept fixed, we
speculate that the system approaches a scaling limit with
well-defined Landau levels – this will be investigated in
future work.
E. Spin correlations at finite temperature
For an orbital magnetic field applied to graphene, the
lowest Landau level (LLL) is located at exactly zero en-
ergy. For the present case of the strained Kitaev model,
the LLL being at zero energy implies a highly degener-
ate many-body ground state. Notably, this degeneracy is
lifted by finite-size e↵ects – all our mode energies ✏m are
positive.
For practical reasons, we evaluate the expectation
value h. . .i in the spin correlator, S↵ ij in Eq. (5), with the
unique finite-system ground state |M0i, corresponding to
strictly T = 0. Importantly, our conclusions apply un-
changed if S↵ ij is calculated instead using a thermal aver-
age over the low-energy many-body states, i.e., at small
finite temperature T ⌧ "1 where "1 is the energy of the
first finite-energy Landau level. The argument proceeds
as follows: The relevant many-body initial states |Mi in-
volve any number of matter Majorana excitations from
the LLL – this precludes a full numerical evaluation of
S↵ ij at finite T . Importantly, for large systems, sizeable
matrix elements h | cˆj |Mi are only obtained if the inter-
mediate state contains, in addition to the excitation ef-
fectively created by cˆj , the same excitations as the initial
state |Mi. This has been demonstrated in Ref. 3 where
the e↵ect of the ground-state fermion-parity condition3,4
on the spin structure factor has been examined: It was
found that the two-particle continuum, obtained by start-
ing from an initial state with one excited fermion, is vir-
tually indistinguishable from the one-particle continuum,
obtained by starting from an excitation-free initial state.
More precisely, the di↵erences between the two results
for S↵ ij scale with the inverse system size, the reason
being that the wavefunctions of the additional excita-
tions are spatially extended. Generalized to our system,
this implies that all thermal contributions to the low-
temperature spin correlator will have essentially the same
peak structure, arising from the bound states between the
Majorana Landau levels. While small finite temperatures
will cause both small broadening and a small weight re-
distribution, the peak structure in S(!) shown in Fig. 2
can be expected to be robust.
IV. PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS AND BOUND
STATES
As emphasized in the paper, su ciently large strain
induces pseudo-Landau levels in the matter Majorana
sector of the Kitaev model. At the same time, the dy-
namic spin correlator Shiji(!) shows sharp   peaks. In-
terestingly, these peaks (with the exception of the low-
est one which can be attributed to the LLL in the two-
flux sector) do not directly arise from the Landau levels.
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FIG. S3: Co relators SR(!) (S16) – representing a finite-area approximants to S(~q = 0,!) – for (a) R/Rmax = 0.1, featuring
essentially the same peak structure as Shiji(!) in Fig. 2(i), (b) .2, with visible broadening of the bound-state peak
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D. Thermodynamic limit
The displacement pattern used to generate the pseudo-
magnetic field, Eq. (3), cannot be extended to an in-
finitely larg system, simply because bond lengths be-
come negative. In other words, the thermodynamic limit
of infinite linear size, L/a0 ! 1, cannot be taken at
fixed C¯. We also note that, with increasing system size,
the linearization in Eq. (4) becomes invalid, which is
eventually signalled by negative exchange couplings at
the boundary (for the strain values used in this paper,
all couplings remain positive). Together, this raises the
question whether there exists a well-defined limit where
finite-size e↵ects can be made small.
A interesting route is to take the combined limit
L/a0 ! 1 and C¯ ! 0, keeping C¯L/a0 (as well as the
magnetoelastic factor  ) fixed. In this limit, the pseudo-
m gnetic field scales to zero as L/a0 ! 1, and with it
the energe ic spacing of the pseudo-Landau levels. As the
ratio of system size and magnetic length is kept fixed, we
specula e that the system approaches a scaling limit with
w ll-defined Landau levels – this will be investigated in
future work.
E. Spin correlations at finite temperature
For an orbital magnetic field applied to graphene, the
lowest Landau level (LLL) is located at exactly zero en-
ergy. For the present case of the strained Kitaev model,
t e LLL b ing at zero energy implies a highly degener-
ate many-body ground state. Notably, this degeneracy is
lifted by finite-size e↵ects – all our mode energies ✏m are
positive.
For practical reasons, we evaluate the expectation
value h. . .i in the spin correlator, S↵ ij in Eq. (5), wit the
unique fi ite-system grou d state |M0i, corresponding to
strictly T = 0. Importantly, our conclusions apply un-
c anged if S↵ ij is calculated instead using a hermal aver-
age over the low-energy many-body states, i.e., at small
finite temperature T ⌧ "1 where "1 is the energy of the
first finite-en rgy Landau level. The argument proceeds
s follows: The relevant many-body initial states |Mi in-
volve any number of matter Majorana excitations from
the LLL – this precludes a full numerical evaluation of
S↵ ij at fin t T . Importantly, for large systems, sizeable
matrix elements h | cˆj |Mi are only obtained if the inter-
mediate state contains, in addition to the excitation ef-
fectively created by cˆj , the same excitations as the initial
state |Mi. This has been demonstrated in Ref. 3 where
the e↵ect of the ground-state fermion-parity condition3,4
on the spin structure factor has been examined: It was
found that the two-particle continuum, obtained by start-
ing from an initial state with one excited fermion, is vir-
ually ind stinguishable from the one-particle continuum,
obta ed by starting from an excitation-free initial state.
More precisely, the di↵erences between the two results
for S↵ ij scale with the inverse system size, the reason
being that the wavefunctions of the additional excita-
tions are patially extended. Generalized to our system,
thi implies that all thermal contributions to the low-
temperature spin correlator will have essentially the same
peak structure, arising from the bound states between the
Majorana Landau levels. While small finite temperatures
will cause both small broadening and a small weight re-
distribution, the peak structure in S(!) shown in Fig. 2
can be expected to be robust.
IV. PSEU O-LANDAU LEVELS AND BOUND
STATES
As emphasized in the paper, su ciently large strain
induces pseudo-Landau levels in the matter Majorana
s c or of Kitaev model. At the same time, the dy-
namic spin correlator Shiji(!) shows sharp   peaks. In-
erestingly, these peaks (with the exception of the low-
est one which can be attributed to the LLL in the two-
flux sector) do not directly arise from the Landau levels.
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FIG. S3: Correlators SR(!) (S16) – representing a finite-area approximants to S(~q = 0,!) – for (a) R/Rm x = 0.1, featuring
essentially the same peak structure as Shiji(!) in Fig. 2(i), (b) .2, with visible broadening of the bound-state peak
due to inhomogeneities, and (c) R/Rmax = 0.3. The system parameters are 2N = 15 00 , C = 0.004, and Rmax s the radius of
the smallest circle enclosing the entire flake (in unstrained coordinates). Th Lorentzian broadening is  /J = 0.005.
D. Thermodynamic limit
The displacement pattern used to generate the seudo-
magnetic field, Eq. (3), cannot be extended to an in-
finitely large system, simply because bond lengths be-
come negative. In other words, the thermodynamic limit
of infinite linear size, L/a0 ! 1, cannot be taken at
fixed C¯. We also note that, with increasing system size,
the linearization in Eq. (4) becomes invalid, which is
eventually signalled by negative exchange couplings t
the boundary (for the strain values used in this paper,
all couplings remain positive). Together, this raises the
question whether there exists a well-defined limit where
finite-size e↵ects can be made small.
An interesting route is to take the combin d limit
L/a0 ! 1 and C¯ ! 0, keeping C¯L/a0 (as well as the
magnetoelastic factor  ) fixed. In this limit, the pseudo-
magnetic field scales to zero as L/a0 ! 1, and with it
the energetic spacing of the pseudo-Landau levels. As the
ratio of system size and magnetic length is kept fixed, we
speculate that the system approaches a scaling limit wi
well-defined Landau levels – this will be inv stigated in
future work.
E. Spin correlations at finite temperature
For an orbital magnetic field applied to graphene, the
lowest Landau level (LLL) is located at exactly zero en-
ergy. For the present case of the strained Kitaev model,
the LLL being at zero energy implies a highly degener-
ate many-body ground state. Notably, this degenerac is
lifted by finite-size e↵ects – all our mode nergies ✏m are
positive.
For practical reasons, we evaluate the expe ation
value h. . .i in the spin correlator, S↵ ij in Eq. (5), w th the
unique finite-system ground state |M0i, corresponding to
strictly T = 0. Importantly, our conclusions apply un-
changed if S↵ ij is calculated instead using a thermal aver-
age over the low-energy many-body states, i.e., at smal
finite temperature T ⌧ "1 where "1 is the energy of the
first finite-energy Landau level. The argument proce ds
as follows: The relevant many-body initial states |Mi in-
volve any number of matter Majorana excitations from
the LLL – this precludes a full numerical evaluation of
S↵ ij at finite T . Importantly, for large systems, sizeable
matrix elements h | cˆj |Mi ar only obtained if t e inter-
mediate state contai s, n addition to the exc tation ef-
fectiv ly creat d by cˆj , the same exci ations as the initi l
state |Mi. Thi has been demo strated in R f. 3 where
the e↵ect of the ground-state fermion-pari y condition3,4
on the spin structure factor has b n examin d: It w s
found that the two-particle continuum, obt ine by s art-
ing from an initial state with one excited fermion, is vir-
tually indistinguishable from the one-particle continuum,
obtained by starting fro an excitation-free initial state.
More precisely, the di↵ere ces between the two sults
f r S↵ ij scale with the inv rse yst m size, the reason
being tha th wavefunctions of th additional excita-
tions re sp tially extended. Gener lized o our system,
this implies that all thermal contributions to the low-
temperature spin correlator will have essen ially the same
peak structure, arising from the bound states between the
Majorana Landau levels. While small finite temperatures
will cause both small broadening and a sma weight re-
distribution, the peak structure in S(!) shown in Fig. 2
can be expected to be robust.
IV. PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS AND BOUND
STATES
As emphasized in the paper, su ciently large strain
induces pseudo-Landau levels in the matter Majorana
sector of the Kitaev model. At the same time, the dy-
namic spin correlator Shiji(!) shows sharp   peaks. In-
terestingly, these peaks (with the xception of the low-
est one which can be attributed to the LLL in the two-
flux sector) do not directly arise from the Landau levels.
FIG. S4: Corr lators SR(ω) (S16) – representi g a fin te-ar a pp oximants to S(~q = 0, ω) – for ( ) R/Rmax = 0.1, featuring
essentially the same peak structu e as S〈ij〉(ω) in Fi . 2(i), (b) R/Rmax = 0.2, with visible broadening of the bound-state peak
due to inhomog neit es, and (c) R/Rmax = 0.4. The system par meters are 2N = 15 000, C = 0.004, and Rmax is the radius f
th smallest circ e e closing the e tire flak (in unstrained coordi tes). T Lorentzian broad ning is γ/J = 0.005.
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FIG. S5: Wavefunctions of the first two in-gap bound s ates
in the two-flux sector for a system with 2N = 5400 spins and
strain C = 0.0078 where the flux pair has been created in the
center. (a) First in-gap state with energy En=1 ≈ 0.44 J . (b)
Second in-gap state at En=2 ≈ 0.86 J .
matrix el ments 〈λ| cˆj |M〉 are only obtained if the inter-
mediate sta e contains, in addition to the excitation ef-
f ctively created by jˆ , the ame excitations as the initial
state |M〉. T is has b en demonstrated in Ref. 3 where
the effect f the ground-state fermion-parity c nditi 3,4
on the spin structure factor h s been examined: It was
found that th two-parti le con inuum, bta ed by start-
ing from an initial state with one excited fermion, is vir-
tually indistinguishable from the one-particle continuum,
obtained by starting from an excitation-free initial state.
More precisely, the differences between the two results
for Sαβij scale with the inverse system size, the reason
being that the wavefunctions of the additional excita-
tions are spatially extended. Generalized to our system,
this implies that all thermal contributions to the low-
temperature spin correlator will have essentially the same
peak structure, arising from the bound states between the
Majorana Landau levels. While small finite temperatures
will cause both small broadening and a small weight re-
distribution, the peak structure in S(ω) shown in Fig. 2
can be expected to be robust.
IV. PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS AND BOUND
STATES
As emphasized in the paper, sufficiently large strain
induces pseudo-Landau levels in the matter Majorana
sector of the Kitaev model. At the same time, the dy-
namic spin correlator S〈ij〉(ω) shows sharp δ peaks. In-
terestingly, these peaks (with the exception of the low-
est one which can be attributed to the LLL in the two-
flux secto ) do not directly a ise from the Landau levels.
Inst ad h measurement dynamically gen rat s an im-
purity leading to one localized bound state, causing a
high-intensity peak in S〈ij〉(ω), in each of the Landau
level gaps. Given that higher Landau levels tend to be
smeared (because the analogy between strain and mag-
netic field is restricted to the low-energy limit), the spin
correlator shows a much sharper peak structure than the
matter-fermion DOS itself.
A. Bound-state wavefunctions
In Fig. S5 we illustrate the nature of the probe-induced
bound states in the two-flux sector, by plotting the prob-
ability distribution of eigenmode m for A and B sites
given by
wmA,i = U
2
mi/2 , w
m
B,j = V
2
mj/2 . (S17)
The bound-state eigenmodes are highly localized near the
flipped bond (which is taken to be in the center of the
sample), which we have checked by computing the in-
verse participation ratio for these modes. The localiza-
tion length increasing with increasing n, which is a simple
result of the decreasing gap magnitude.
B. Bound states and topology
A recent paper6 has proposed an interesting connection
between topological states and local impurity physics,
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FIG. S6: Energy positions En of the bound states caused
by a bond impurity as a function of the impurity strength
Vimp. Note that Vimp = 0 is the clean case and Vimp = 2Jij
corresponds to a flipped bond (“two-flux sector”). The data
corresponds to N = 7500 and C = 0.004; the grey horizontal
lines represent the energies of the pseudo-Landau levels.
namely that the impurity-induced local in-gap Green’s
function can be used as diagnostic tool for topology. For
time-reversal-invariant Z2 topological insulators in two
space dimensions a local impurity always causes an in-
gap bound state. This is because the real part of the
local Green’s function diverges at the lower edge of the
upper band with opposite sign compared to the upper
edge of the lower band. This guarantees the presence of
an in-gap bound state. It was further shown that a topo-
logically trivial insulator does not generally possess such
in-gap bound states (but may do so in a finite interval of
impurity strengths).
As our analysis has revealed the creation of localized
in-gap states due to bond impurities, the latter repre-
senting a pair of Z2 fluxes, we adapt the idea of Ref. 6
to our setting. We consider a bond impurity of general
strength, Vˆ = − iVimpcˆicˆj , in a honeycomb-lattice Ma-
jorana hopping problem subject to triaxial strain. While
the impurity value Vimp = −2 (measured in units of Jij)
corresponds to a flipped bond, i.e., a two-flux sector, here
we consider arbitrary values of Vimp ∈ [−15, 15], with
the clean case corresponding to Vimp = 0. As shown in
Fig. S6, we find that bond impurities of any strength
induce bound states between the Landau levels (except
for the immediate vicinity of Vimp = 0 where any bound
state must occur close to a gap edge and is thus hard
to detect in a finite-size system). Hence, the criterion
of Ref. 6 suggests that the matter-fermion sector of the
strained Kitaev model displays non-trivial topology.
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